
Our company is looking to fill the role of senior consulting. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior consulting

Develop new concepts and studies for improving ISR operations for the
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation and Dissemination (TPED) of ISR data
through the AF DCGS, and the integration of AF ISR capabilities into joint
warfighting constructs
Review and analyze organizational structure, relations, systems and processes
at the service, joint, national level and coalition levels and author concept
papers and briefings on innovations to improve AF ISR capabilities through
technology and TTP development impacting wing mission sets
Articulate and defend innovative recommendations in the field of AF ISR, due
to professional and frequent interaction with senior AF and DoD ISR leaders
Be a trusted advisor and partner to clients
Design and lead project teams in the delivery of custom engagements and
associated outputs, taking ownership of day-to-day client management and
the development of high-quality client deliverables and recommendations
Achieve or exceed their annual revenue target and primary performance
objectives
Contribute to our proprietary knowledge base and thought leadership by
identifying and commentating on how consumer trends and marketplace
shifts affect business/category/brand strategy and planning
Manage and coach junior/mid-level consulting staff members in meeting their
developmental goals
Design and deploy enterprise mobility solutions using Node.js, MongoDB,
and OpenShift
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Qualifications for senior consulting

LLM or MST an asset
Shall possess advanced research and reasoning skills and the ability to
identify ISR-related issues affecting the Wing and prepare cogent papers and
briefings, identifying options and recommend courses of action
Master’s Degree, 15 to 20 years’ experience with USAF ISR systems and
MAJOCM/COCOM and Joint Staff experience
At least 10 years' experience working UK, AUS, NZ, CAN and NATO airborne
ISR, to include platform, sensor and architecture knowledge, to include
knowledge of SECDEF/SECAF/COCOMs foreign disclosure policies
15 years' experience working US airborne ISR issues , to include platform,
sensor and multi-security architecture knowledge
At least six years' experience working 480th ISR Wing technical issues


